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‘Wear-now difficult’ 
There were splashes of bright yellow, and off-the-shoulder

black zipped up leather. His men’s Purple Label collection,
unveiled at the same time, melded timeless black-tie-evening
elegance with RL monogrammed down jackets, and sweaters
and coats from the racing world. Ferrari red was picked out in
a patent trench and a silk tuxedo jacket for women. There was
a stunning Ferrari yellow tulle gown-skirts to the ground
paired with a black leather biker jacket. Lauren walked out in a
boiler suit for a standing ovation, lovingly giving  his wife a
kiss and hugging Keaton, before gesturing to all his guests to
follow him into a dinner of lobster salad and burgers.

Continuing past two runway-to-retail collections, all looks
from the show will be instantly accessible to consumers glob-
ally online and in flagship stores such as New York, London,
Paris, Hong Kong, Tokyo. “It’s wonderful if you can do it. The
scheduling is not easy,” the designer told Women’s Wear Daily
in a pre-show interview of his switch to instant fashion-a
switch that Tom Ford has since reversed. “Wear-now is difficult.
It’s proven difficult for many people, and it’s not easy for me,
either. But I thought it was interesting and I’m trying it. But the
clothes are the most important thing.”

Tuesday’s collection evoked the spirit of a modern, time-
less woman in the self-made billionaire’s distinctive silhou-
ette. A mantra of his is: “Fashion is over quickly. Style is for-
ever.” In notes to accompany the show, the designer said he
saw his car collection one of the finest in the world-as “mov-
ing art.” “My women’s collection for fall 2017 connects the
elements of the speed, style and beauty of these handcraft-
ed vehicles with the very modern, yet timeless spirit of the
clothes,” he said. “There is a sleekness, an innate sexiness
and power to shapes.” — AFP

Models walk the runway for the Ralph Lauren Collection 2017 show in his garage in Bedford.

Models walk the runway for the Badgley Mischka fashion show during September 2017 - New York Fashion Week: The
Shows at Gallery 1, Skylight Clarkson Sq.


